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By BRI] MOHAN 
(Reechoed for pUblicatliftl, !lpril24. J<}41\ 
Ii' 
I. 111 1931 Hardyl and l'itchmarsh2 started the question as to how functions, 
which were self-reciprocal for Hankel transforms of diiIerent orders, were 
connected with one another. They gave ,ertain rules for deriving self-reciprocal 
functions for transforms of dil1erent orderS'; from those which were self-reciprocal 
for transforms of a given order. In 1932 .nd 1934. I 3~ gave some more rules 
of a similar nature. The object of this notie is to add a few 1110re to the list of 
these rules. In the end I use these rUles to derive some new self-reciprocal 
functions. 
I will say that a function is l{" if it is self-reciprocal for J" transforl11s. For 
R: and R-: I will write R. and Rc respectively. 
I will make use of the following result given by me elsewhere (3: §ti) :-
If I(x) is R,u, the fmIction 
g(x) = J: P(xy)f(y)dy 
is R", provided that 
k+ joo 
P(x) =.2..: ( 2'1'(1 + '~/~ + ~s)r(l + ~v + ~s)A(s)x-' ds, 
27rt J 
k-i<X) 
(I.l) 
where o < I,~ <[, 
and A(s) =A(1 -5). ... (1.2) 
2. Rule I.-The kernel x-: transforms R,u into R", where IJ. >-1, v >-1. 
This is almost obvious. For, ill this case, 
g(x) = -~. fO 2~: f(y)dy . 
..;xJo";y 
This is only a constant mUltiple of the function x~l which is known to be RI'. 
3. Rule n.-'l'he kernel x~ -v Jv-~ (h)J~,_~ (ix) transforms R3V - 3 intv 
Rv where v >~. 
' .. ' 
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To prove this rule, I start with the Weber-Schafheitlin [6 : 13.41 (2)] illtegrai 
SCIO J ... (ax)Jft(ax) d (ta)"'-lr(A) I'(i+im+tn-i~A)~---,~ o x'" x= 2I'(t+~m+h+i'\) xr(i-lm+i;=~'\)r(t+lm-ln+1'\)' 
where R(m + n + 1) > R('\) > o. 
This formula is the same as 
SCIO x'-l ]m(ax)Jn(ax)dx =~~ta)~_~'(~~J) __ 2I (I+im+in-tl) 
o 
=---
where R(m+n»R(-l» -1. 
By Mellin's Inversion Formula (I) we have 
so that 
w:ere 
rei - to. - 1-s)I'h -to. - tS) 
r(I +im+in-i/J.-is) 
)( I'(im+in+ia+is) x"'d 
1'(1 -tm + in -io.-1S)1'(1 + tm -in -IrQ-is) $, 
-R(m+n) < b < 1. 
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Putting 111- I=n= -a=v-~, we get 
~-I' 2'-1' I 
X J J (?!x) J3(h) = -- ---
v - i v - 2 v'; . 21fi 
b-;1"+ ",. 
b .... ~ + 1'- joo 
l'(i+t1'-'ls)r(-l+lv+As) _ 
x 1'( -1 + i1J!--!sYl'C~ + il'-::' is):\ 'ds, 
where 2- 21' < b $: I. 
This integral is of the same form as (I~I) with /.(==31'-3, 
~ - v r(1. 1. )It x(s) = 2-_____ ~~ _____ -_i"_-j_-"\I_~_::Js{ -::l"+Jv +ls) _________ _ 
J rr r( -:t +~v+ h)I'( -1+~v;"is)r(1 + -~v + h)I'(:{ + ~,,- ~s)' 
which evidently satisfies (1.2). 
Hence follows the result. 
Putting l' == I we get 
I 'f 1 1 sin x Rule 1I .-- he ,erne -- transforms Ro into R l' 
";x 
In IY34, I (4 : h) gave the rule that 
The kernel x -~I' H~v __ ~ (x)transforms Rl into R v' where H .. (x) is 
Struve's function [6 : 1O.4(2)J of order v. 
As I! and v are inter-changeable in (1.1), this rule may also be written thus: 
The kernel _"\"-~v H~v _ 1 (x) tlansforms R,v into R I . 
/2 '. \r - sm .c, 
rrx 
it follows that Rule III is a particular case of this rule for v = o. 
If, in (3. 1), we take m=n= -d=v-i and proceed as before, we obtain 
Rule IV.-The kernel X~-I' JI'-1 (1x) Jv-, (h) transforms R 31'-1 into R l' 
for v > ~. 
If here we take v = I, we get 
:{ -
Rule V. - The kernel x - ~ (I - cos x) transforms R 2 into R I . 
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If, in (3.1), we take m= -n=iv-!. d=o, and proceed as above, we derive 
Rule Fl.-The kernel Ji 1'- i (h) J i-iv (!x) transforms Rv _ I into R1' for 
v> o. 
For the particular case v=~, we have 
Rule VII.-The kernel Si:~ transforms R. into Ri . 
4. Titchmarsh (5 : 7.10.4) has given the pair of Mellin Tnll1sforlll!> 
J ,,(x)y,,(x), - -~--.-;- -~(.~):r:(~~-"~- . 
2";; I (i+is)I(J+n-is) 
If \ve start with the integral formula for this pair. and proceec1 as ahove l we 
arrive at 
1·1'+1' (' ' (1 ) Rule VTlT.-The kernel X" 'Jt +.1. 2X)'Y1.+1 'lX transforms R.~.l,_~,l a'/~; 1;1 H ::1 ;-; 
into R"" where l' > -to 
As 'Y1(:\;)= - ,/~ cos X, 
'2' V 1l'~-
if we put V=I in Rule VIII, we arrive at Rule III again. 
If we use the pair 
e'~kn(x)J rr- i cos 111l'.2-'r(i-s)I'(s+n)I'(s-n) 
given by Titchmarsh (5 : 7.IO.Q) and proceed in the sallie way, we ohtain 
h-~ h Rule IX.-The kernel x·1 .l e kl. 1 (h) transfOll11S R into R for 
;;V-t v- I l' 
v> 1. 
When V=1, we obtain the rule that the kernel x -i transforms Ro into R I . 
This is already contained in Rule 1. 
5. I now proceed to derive certain self-reciprocal functions with the help of 
the above rules. 
We know that the function 
is RIA; in other WOlds, that the function 
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Applying Rule II to this function, we arrive at the Rv function g(x) given hy 
This iutegral may be evaluated hy a fO~lUla given by Macdonald (6 : J3'32 ) 
for v> t. We thus find that g(x) is a constant multiple of 
which is the same as 
xV-~ 11"1("; "+i; -,x2). 
Using Kummer's Transformation Formula 
tFl(It; p; z)=c' lFl(P-d ; p; -z), 
we find that the function 
is R for v> 2,. 
'V -::\ 
If we apply Rule IV to the ft1l1ction (.".J) we arrive at the same function 
again. 
If we apply Rule VI to the fUllction \\·c' find that tht~ function 
IFl(~; ~-tl'; -h· 2) 
is R for l' > o. 
l' 
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